Welcome to Weimar! Weimar is now open for holidays to visitors. Please check the latest updates
here.

WELCOME TO WEIMAR,
the residence city in the middle of Europe. This is where ideas and art works originated that later spread around the
world. Today, great names from the past are always close by: Goethe and Schiller. Bach and Liszt. Modernity and
Bauhaus. Sweeping park landscapes, open squares and narrow alleyways, poets’ homes, museums, and palaces –
European cultural history is concentrated into the smallest space and named World Heritage by the UNESCO.
Nevertheless Weimar remains authentic. Moving, pulsating, cosmopolitan – visitors are enthralled by the art and culture,
music and history, the lighter muse and fresh creativity.
Along with all the splendour of the city of culture, the darker side of Buchenwald cannot be separated from Weimar. The
memorials on the Ettersberg and in the city are deliberately dedicated to memory.

Discover
Weimar
Weimar's variety
surprises visitors
agian and again.
No other small
German city has
so much German
and European
cultural history.
Here is an
overview of the
most important
Weimar sights.

weimar card

Weimar
offers

Culinary
delights


Weimar offers


Accommodation


Tourist
Information
Weimar

Guided tour with an
Iguide, admission to
nearly all Weimar
museums and free

Find ideas for your
Weimar-stay and
book online: ready to
go, with extras or just

Discover Weimar's
culinary side: in one
of the restaurants
listed here or take

Guided tours
Tickets
weimar card
Offers
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ride in Weimar's
public transport - all
with the weimar card.

single Weimar
programs. We are
alos happy to
compile an individual
offer for you.

advantage of the
culinary experiences
that can be booked
here - with or without
entertainment. If you
want to try to create
the dishes for
yourself, you will also
find recipes here.

Travelling
safely in
Weimar

Top Ten
What can you,
should you, and is
worthwhile seeing,
experiencing or
tasting while you
are here? We have
ten suggestions
that can be
modified according
to your preferences,
of course.

Read the latest
information and
advice here.

EVENT CALENDAR


Veranstaltungs‐
kalender

Formen der
Natur

„Der Hals der
Giraffe“ – Lesun...

10.06.2021 - 01.11.2021
Haus Hohe Pappeln

Wednesday, 16.06.2021,
18:15
Online-Event

Der entfesselte
Wotan oder Wo
...
Wednesday, 16.06.2021,
20:00
Schloss Ettersburg Weißer Saal
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